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ABSTRACT

Music streaming platforms allow users to enjoy music

from all over the globe. Such opportunity speeds up cul-

tural exchange between different countries, a process of-

ten associated with globalization. While such an exchange

could lead to more diverse music consumption, empirical

evidence on its influence on online music consumption is

limited. Besides, the extent to which music recommender

systems foster exchange or amplify globalization in music

remains an understudied problem.

In this paper, we present findings from an empirical

study to detect traces of globalization in domestic vs. for-

eign online music consumption. Besides, we investi-

gate if popular recommendation algorithms, specifically

ItemKNN and NeuMF, are prone to amplifying global-

ization processes. Our experiments on Last.fm listening

data show nuanced patterns of globalization in music con-

sumption. We observe a strong position of US music in all

considered countries. In countries such as Sweden, Great

Britain, or Brazil, US music shows various levels of coex-

istence with domestic music. We find that Finland is least

influenced by US music, while greatly consuming and ªex-

portingº domestic music. With respect to recommendation

algorithms, ItemKNN tends to recommend domestic mu-

sic to users of many countries, while NeuMF contributes

to accelerating globalization and shifting balance towards

dominance of US music on the market.

1. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Globalization can be defined as an ªexpanding cultural ex-

change between countries, which may imply an increas-

ing consumption of foreign cultural goods beside the local

onesº [1]. Among others, previous research proposes two

interpretations of globalization: (i) Cultural Imperialism
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[2], i. e., the growing cultural exchange triggered by glob-

alization is mostly profitable for certain dominant west-

ern cultures (in particular American culture) and thereby

threatens to overwhelm the others; and (ii) Glocalization

[1, 3], i. e., fostering the development of local cultures

through the globalization process, by means of adaptation

of global cultural forms and strengthening local identity as

a counterbalancing mechanism against global influences.

These interpretations imply that globalization exposes lo-

cal cultures to pressure from global trends, and while some

of them adapt and confront the threat, others weaken and

decline.

The realizations of these interpretations in various

domains have been confirmed by several studies. For in-

stance, Crane [2] shows the dominance of US film industry

in most regions of the world, while Chen and Shen [4] dis-

play the ability of some cultures to adapt and develop under

the pressure of more dominant ones. Approaching global-

ization, most of the previous works resort to the analysis of

various aggregated popular charts representing mainstream

consumption trends [1, 5±7]. Specifically, Achterberg [1]

show that US music has become increasingly popular

in the Netherlands, Germany, and France until the late

1980s’, while starting in the 90s’, more local music has

been produced. The revival of domestic music consump-

tion is also evidenced by Bekhuis et al. [6], who show that

popularity of domestic artists is positively correlated with

a high sentiment of national pride. Similarly, Verboord

and Brandellero [7] conduct a multilevel analysis of pop-

charts’ evolution, showing that the consumption of foreign

music has increased in many countries except in the US.

The mentioned studies conduct the analysis on aggre-

gated pop-music charts, neglecting the nuances of mu-

sic consumption by the consumers with less mainstream

tastes. Including less-mainstream listeners in country-

specific analyses is particularly important, as listeners in

different countries display diverse tendencies towards lis-

tening to mainstream music [8], which also gets translated

into significant differences in the performance of recom-

mendation algorithms [9, 10]. However, to the best of our

knowledge, little research has been dedicated to investi-

gate the influence of streaming platforms on globalization

processes [5]. Furthermore, the extent to which existing

globalization processes might be amplified by music rec-
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ommender systems has, to the best of our knowledge, not

yet been investigated.

To bridge these gaps, we leverage online music listening

data, allowing us to analyze globalization patterns based on

actual per-user consumption of music from a wider range

of countries. In addition, we study potential impacts mu-

sic recommender systems may have on globalization. To

this end, we strive to answer the following three research

questions:

• RQ1: How prominent is the aspect of US ªcultural

imperialismº in the sphere of online music consump-

tion? Is its influence uniform across countries?

• RQ2: How significant is domestic music consump-

tion in different countries? Are there any signs of

ªglocalizationº?

• RQ3: Do music recommender systems influence

users’ inclination towards music coming from cer-

tain countries?

We highlight the importance of RQ3, considering re-

cent research showing that recommender systems can am-

plify biases from underlying data in their output, as well

as inflict additional algorithmic biases. An overview of bi-

ases recommender systems are prone to is given in [11,12].

Among them is popularity bias, i. e., the tendency to fa-

vor popular items at the expense of niche and less popular

items, often leading to dissatisfaction of users [13,14]. We

pose RQ3 to investigate possible occurrence of analogous

ªglobalization biasº in recommender systems.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.

Section 2 describes our methodological approach to the re-

search questions, including data and methods used. We

report and analyze our results in Section 3. Section 4 is

dedicated to limitations of our study. Finally, we sum up

our findings and list potential future directions in Section 5.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS

In the following, we detail the methodology we adopt to

answer the research questions and describe the dataset our

analysis is based upon. We first clarify and formally define

the terminology we use in the methodological description:

A listening event (or interaction) is a tuple <u, i >, indi-

cating that a user u consumed an item i, which is a music

track or a song in our case. Each track i has been created

or performed by an artist a. 1 Each artist a originates from

a country ca. Each user u is from a country cu. Icu de-

notes the set of all user±item interactions made by users

in country cu. Ica refers to the set of all interactions with

items created by artists from country ca. Ica,cu denotes

the set of all interactions with items created by artists from

country ca, listened to by users from country cu.

2.1 Investigating US Cultural Imperialism

To answer RQ1, we compute, for all users in a given fixed

country cu, their aggregate share of consumed music that

1 Being aware that ªartistº in the context of music can refer to different
subjects, we adopt a pragmatic definition here. Owed to the type of user-
generated data we investigate in our study, we consider both composers
and performers as artists.

has been created by artists from each country under con-

sideration. Since we are interested in this share for local

and US music (artists), we define the following function

ICcu→ca =
|Ica,cu |

|Icu |

for which we consider three cases:

• Local: ca = cu,

• US: ca = US, and

• Other:
∑

ca∈C\{cu,US}

ICcu→ca , where C is the set of

all countries considered (sum over all artist countries

that are not the local country nor the US).

In simple words, this formal framework can answer how

much of the music all users in country cu consume was

created by artists from the same country (local consump-

tion), was created by artists from the US, and was created

by artists from other countries (neither local nor the US);

all expressed in relative numbers.

2.2 Investigating Traces of Glocalization

To answer RQ2, we consider all listening events of songs

by artists from the country under investigation, i. e., we

fix ca. We then define ICcu←ca , analogously to ICcu→ca

above, i. e., for a given country ca, the share of its artists’

listening events that originate from users in each country

cu under investigation.

ICcu←ca =
|Ica,cu |

|Ica |

Here we are mostly interested in this share between lo-

cal and foreign music consumers, and accordingly consider

two cases:

• Local: cu = ca, and

• Other:
∑

cu∈C\{ca}

ICcu←ca , where C is the set of

all countries considered (sum over all user countries

that are not the local country).

In simple words, this formal framework can answer how

much of the music created by artists from ca is consumed

by users in the same country (local consumption of local

artists), and how much by users in other countries; all ex-

pressed in relative numbers.

2.3 Influence of Recommendation Algorithms on

Globalization Patterns

To approach RQ3, we consider two popular recommenda-

tion algorithms, a classical ItemKNN [15] and a more re-

cent, deep-learning-based NeuMF [16]. ItemKNN assigns

a recommendation score to an item for a given user based

on how similar this item is to the items already consumed

by the user. Similarity is computed based on the interac-

tions of other users. This algorithm does not learn any spe-

cial representations for users and items, operating directly

on the interaction matrix. On the other hand, NeuMF is

a matrix factorization approach. Not only does it learn

user and item embeddings, but also a dedicated scoring
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Country Tracks Users Artists
Interactions

Users Artists

US 252,370 1,763 15,440 2,057,684 6,607,441

GB 99,911 890 5,271 1,095,637 2,767,202

DE 42,799 890 3,077 1,012,806 697,866

SE 29,108 348 1,970 393,348 672,944

CA 24,005 232 1,565 304,817 594,868

FR 17,718 281 1,815 337,739 357,730

AU 14,770 208 1,306 261,965 343,892

FI 14,673 448 1,093 508,934 286,145

BR 14,091 1,138 1,022 1,312,909 232,640

RU 11,779 1,288 848 1,202,064 155,409

JP 11,731 115 1,228 92,459 143,203

NO 11,282 224 765 256,921 238,427

PL 11,145 1,121 883 1,249,746 186,032

NL 10,958 406 1,018 573,307 186,117

IT 9,633 252 1,058 237,708 131,769

ES 6,115 257 765 297,364 71,862

BE 4,204 141 586 166,247 64,765

MX 2,881 213 323 295,140 33,887

UA 1,849 317 160 348,706 27,339

TR 1,478 115 286 113,165 14,868

Other 44,736 2,228 4,947 2,521,335 825,595

Total 637,236 12,875 45,426 14,640,001 14,640,001

Table 1: Basic statistics of the dataset. For each country,

we report the number of users, tracks, artists, and interac-

tions made by all users in the country as well as interac-

tions made to artists from the country.

function, thanks to the multi-layer perceptron constituting

a part of the model.

To estimate potential influence of the recommender al-

gorithms on globalization patterns in different countries,

we train them on subsamples of the dataset used to answer

RQ1 and RQ2, and then analyze the recommendations they

produce. To this end, we consider top 10 recommenda-

tions provided to each user and then calculate ICcu→ca for

cu = ca and ca = US exactly like for RQ1.

Because the dataset under investigation contains a large

number of items (see Table 1), we use its subsamples (con-

taining around 100K items each) to run recommendation

experiments, thereby avoiding computational limitations.

For the subsamples, we enforce the following standard lim-

itations: every track has to be interacted with at least 5

times and every user is required to have at least 5 interac-

tions. To ensure robustness of the results, we conduct the

experiment on three such random subsamples and report

average recommendation levels.

2.4 Dataset

We conduct our experiments on the LFM-2b dataset [17]

of listening events created by users of the online music

platform Last.fm. 2 Unlike stand-alone streaming services

such as Spotify or Deezer, Last.fm is based on the concept

of ªscrobblingº, meaning that its users can share on the

platform which music they are listening to, regardless of

the actual service, device, or application they are using for

music consumption. Therefore, Last.fm can be regarded

as an aggregator that reflects the entire music consumption

history of its users. This is desirable for our analysis since

2 https://last.fm

we aim at capturing in a more comprehensive way each

listener’s (and country’s) music consumption behavior in-

stead of focusing on one particular streaming platform.

The full LFM-2b dataset contains listening histories of

∼120K users, totaling to ∼2B interactions. Since the

dataset’s temporal coverages spans 15 years, from 2005

to 2020, and we intentionally leave out aspects of tempo-

ral dynamics from our analysis (see future work), we only

consider a subset covering the years 2018-2019. Further-

more, we exclude potentially accidental interactions by re-

moving listening events <u, i> that only occurred once. 3

Since our analysis necessitates country information of

both users and artists, we first remove all users for which

no such information is available in LFM-2b. We then col-

lect information about artists’ country from Musicbrainz 4

and only retain those artists for whom country data could

be retrieved. After these steps we end up with a dataset of

∼14,640K interactions triggered by ∼13K users from 143

countries with ∼637K music tracks produced by ∼45K

artists from 155 countries.

Finally, to reduce the complexity of the analysis and

concentrate on reasonably represented countries, we select

for the detailed analyses countries with at least 100 users

and only countries whose artists created at least a total of

1,000 tracks. These filtering steps result in 20 countries 5

from all over the world (see Table 1 for basic statistics),

which we further analyze. Note that the countries beyond

these 20 still contribute to the results mentioned as a part

of the aggregation over ªotherº countries.

3. RESULTS

We illustrate our findings with a series of figures. Fig-

ure 1 shows how popular is domestic music, music pro-

duced by US artists, and music produced by artists from

other countries in every of the 20 investigated countries. In

case of DE, a little under 40% of listening events gener-

ated by German users are allocated to music produced by

US artists (orange bar on the left). Under 20% of listening

events generated by them is allocated to domestic music,

i. e., produced by German artists (blue bar on the right).

Figure 2 indicates the degree to which domestic music of

different countries is consumed in the country of origin and

outside. For example, BR has most of the listening events

allocated to its domestic music coming from Brazilians,

showing that it is not as popular in other countries. Fig-

ure 4 shows the spread of listening interactions with music

from every country across other countries. In other words,

this matrix shows how uniform the ªexportº of domestic

music from every country to other countries is. Every row

3 Since the dataset provides no information about the duration of a
listening event, those single user±item interactions are often the result of
a recommender engine starting to play a new track to the user, which
the user skips after a few seconds. Therefore, we exclude those single
interactions to remove this kind of noise.

4 https://musicbrainz.org
5 Throughout the paper, we use ISO codes to abbreviate countries. US:

United States, GB: United Kingdom, DE: Germany, SE: Sweden, CA:
Canada, FR: France, AU: Australia, FI: Finland, BR: Brazil, RU: Rus-
sia, JP: Japan, NO: Norway, PL: Poland, NL: Netherlands, IT: Italy, ES:
Spain, BE: Belgium, MX: Mexico, UA: Ukraine, TR: Turkey
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Figure 1: Distribution of listening activity over foreign

(US and other) and domestic music. Every row corre-

sponds to listeners of one country. Average proportions of

interactions with music produced in the US (orange) and

domestically (blue) are shown in the first row.

corresponds to the share, among all listening interactions,

of the music produced in a single country. Every cell in

the row shows the percentage of listening events coming

from listeners of the corresponding country on the x-axis.

For example, we can observe that 14.6% of listening inter-

actions with JP music comes from US users (row JP, col-

umn US). Figure 3 demonstrates the potential impact two

recommendation algorithms, ItemKNN and NeuMF, may

have on the consumption balance in different countries. In

each of the two subplots, empty bars reflect proportions of

music actually consumed by the users (similar to Figure 1):

orange bars on the left indicate listening events allocated to

US artists, blue bars on the right refer to domestic artists.

The filled bars illustrate the same concept applied to items

recommended to users of different countries. For exam-

ple, in Figure 3b, the row corresponding to DE shows that

about 50% of items recommended to German users come

from US artists, while at the same time only about 40% of

their actual listening activity belongs to tracks from US.

We make the following observations answering RQ1.

First, from the listening activity on Last.fm in 2018-2019,

we see that 39.6% of all items interacted with were pro-

duced by US artists. Second, as Figure 1 shows, over 60%

of listening events generated by US users are allocated to

domestic music (bottom row, blue bar). This marks do-

mestic superiority of US music, unmatched by any other

country. The runner-up, being GB, shows only about 30%

of listening events allocated to the domestic market. Third,

on average, listeners of considered countries allocate 40%

of their consumption to music produced by US artists (top

row and vertical red line), with a maximum of about 50%

shown by Australia and Canada. For many countries,

above-average consumption of US music is combined with

below-average consumption of domestic music, e. g., AU,

CAAU JP BENOFR SE GBNL IT USUA ES DE FI MXTR RU PL BRavg
Artist Country

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Pr
op

or
tio

n 
of

 In
te

ra
ct

io
ns

domestic consumption foreign consumption

Figure 2: Consumption distribution of music produced in

different countries, between local (blue) and international

(gray) audiences.

CA, NL, IT, and UA. Forth, some countries such as GB,

BR, and SE show above-average consumption of US mu-

sic combined with also above-average consumption of do-

mestic music. This is an indication of local musical cul-

ture comfortably coexisting and possibly interacting with

the incoming US culture. Fifth, other countries such as

TR, PL, FI, and RU consume below average of US music,

remaining more open for music coming from other coun-

tries. In addition, FI also displays significant attention to

domestic music.

From these observations, we conclude that music pro-

duced by US artists maintains strong positions in the con-

sidered countries. In particular, it dominates its own do-

mestic market unlike domestic music of other countries.

While there are countries combining low consumption of

domestic with high consumption of US music, it is hard to

call US music globally dominating. Many regions are also

comparably influenced by other countries (if combined)

and some, like FI or GB, show very strong positions of

domestic artists. Thus, we hesitate to call US ªcultural im-

perialismº absolute and homogeneous across countries.

We approach RQ2 by defining three indicators related

to domestic music in every country: international con-

sumption, i. e., how big is the proportion of interactions

with its domestic music coming from other countries (in

other words, how widely exported domestic music is, see

Figure 2 and 4); domestic popularity, i. e., the proportion

of interactions from listeners of the country with domes-

tic music (how popular domestic music is in its home re-

gion, see Figure 1); popularity of US music (used to detect

hints of cultural dialog between US and considered coun-

try, see Figure 1). We analyze these indicators in terms of

below/above average across considered countries for every

particular country.

Using the indicators described above, we identify four

patterns in behavior of domestic music scenes. First, glo-

calization through adaptation. Countries such as SE and

GB score above average on all three indicators: their mu-

sic is appreciated abroad while also being popular locally,

and in addition these countries consume above average US

music. We interpret this pattern as comfortable coexistence

of global and domestic cultures with the latter likely adapt-
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(a) Impact of ItemKNN
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(b) Impact of NeuMF

Figure 3: Potential impact of recommender algorithms on music consumption balance in different countries. Empty boxes

reflect actual consumption (denoted con.) extracted from the data. Filled boxes represent the output the two recommender

algorithms produce (denoted rec.). Orange-tinted boxes on the left correspond to consumed / recommended music from

US. Blue-tinted on the right - consumed / recommended domestic music.

ing and contributing to the former. Second, heavier adap-

tation of global trends. Domestic music is popular in BR

as well as US music (both indicators above average). Do-

mestic BR music receives most of its interactions from BR

and little international attention. This pattern may imply

even heavier adaptation of global influences to domestic

circumstances. Third, non-US influenced. Countries such

as PL, TR, and RU score below average on all three indica-

tors: their music is predominantly consumed on domestic

market while being less popular than US-produced music

(which in turns enjoys below average popularity in these

countries). We interpret this combination in a way that in

these countries domestic music competes with a wide ar-

ray of incoming music and US music is not necessarily the

strongest influence there. Fourth, as the sole representative

of this pattern, FI demonstrates high popularity of domes-

tic music, combined with decent international consump-

tion and lower popularity of US music. This pattern may

express successful adaptation of less mainstream (beyond

US) influences as well as strong distinct national culture.

We answer RQ3 by analyzing results of the recom-

mendation experiment detailed in Section 2.3. As shown

in Figure 3b, NeuMF consistently recommends more US-

produced items to listeners of every non-US country than

these non-US listeners used to consume. This happens at

the expense of the share of recommended domestic items.

The character of the change implies that the share of rec-

ommended items from other countries is also larger than

their actual consumption share (for all countries). We con-

clude that NeuMF amplifies globalization patterns and in

particular dominance of an already dominant player, i. e.,

the US. On the contrary, ItemKNN (see Figure 3a) shows a

different and less consistent behavior. Listeners in JP, TR,

IT, and FI are recommended a considerably bigger share of

domestic tracks than the share of listening events they ac-

tually allocate to domestic music. Interestingly, the shares

of US music recommended to users in these four countries

is lower than the share of US music consumed by them.

The average share of recommended US tracks (see top row

and red vertical line) is very close to the share of attention

US music actually receives. On average, ItemKNN shows

less changes than NeuMF. These observations are in line

with the results of [14] where ItemKNN shows most cali-

brated recommendation results in terms of track popularity,

especially when compared to methods with a higher num-

ber of trainable parameters, such as ALS and Variational

Autoencoders. Our experiment shows that music recom-

mendation algorithms can considerably contribute to the

process of globalization, and the exact contribution largely

depends on the algorithm. Therefore, recommender sys-

tem designers need to be aware of such potential impacts.

4. LIMITATIONS

While our analysis captures listeners’ behavior beyond

pop charts, it bears a number of limitations. First, the

data we base our analysis upon reflects a particular audi-

ence: Last.fm users (likely active internet and social me-

dia users), and therefore might not be representative of the

population at large. Some countries and social groups are

underrepresented on Last.fm (e. g., female users). In some
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t C
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19.3 8.0 6.1 2.4 2.5 2.1 2.1 2.6 9.0 6.9 0.6 1.7 7.3 3.8 1.6 1.9 1.0 1.9 2.1 0.6
11.1 10.8 6.0 2.3 1.8 2.3 1.6 2.8 8.0 8.5 0.7 1.7 9.1 4.5 1.9 2.1 1.1 2.1 2.4 0.8
6.3 4.5 24.2 2.4 1.3 2.2 1.0 3.3 4.6 10.7 0.4 1.3 8.1 3.2 1.1 2.0 1.1 1.3 2.7 0.8
8.4 5.0 7.7 9.5 1.6 2.3 1.2 6.1 5.6 9.4 0.4 2.3 8.4 3.4 1.2 2.3 1.1 1.3 3.2 0.9

17.4 7.8 6.4 2.7 4.2 2.3 2.1 2.7 8.4 7.3 0.6 1.7 7.3 3.9 1.5 1.8 1.1 2.0 2.1 0.6
9.8 5.5 5.9 2.5 1.5 8.7 1.4 3.0 6.0 9.0 0.6 2.0 9.8 3.8 1.6 2.1 2.3 2.4 2.5 1.4

12.5 7.8 6.8 2.4 2.2 2.1 6.0 2.7 7.9 7.4 0.6 1.7 8.8 4.3 1.2 1.9 1.2 2.0 2.4 0.6
5.4 2.7 6.3 1.7 1.4 1.7 0.6 30.5 3.9 10.1 0.4 0.8 6.4 3.1 0.7 1.9 0.8 1.3 3.3 0.7
2.7 1.2 1.4 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.8 79.6 1.4 0.2 0.3 1.4 1.2 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.2
2.4 1.4 2.0 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 1.3 1.9 55.9 0.2 0.6 3.0 0.9 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.6 8.9 0.3

14.6 6.7 5.4 2.2 2.0 3.1 1.4 4.8 8.1 8.1 7.3 1.3 6.8 2.4 1.0 1.6 1.4 2.8 1.8 0.4
8.3 5.1 6.2 3.6 1.6 2.7 1.5 5.3 4.8 8.3 0.5 8.6 8.9 5.0 1.4 2.1 1.3 1.2 2.6 1.0
2.9 2.4 2.4 1.1 0.5 1.0 0.4 2.0 1.8 4.0 0.3 0.7 65.7 1.2 0.4 0.8 0.5 0.5 1.3 0.5
7.8 5.2 7.8 2.7 1.5 2.2 0.9 4.2 6.8 8.7 0.5 1.8 8.9 13.4 0.8 1.5 1.6 1.5 3.1 1.1
7.4 4.9 6.7 2.3 1.3 2.2 1.1 3.8 6.3 8.8 0.5 1.3 8.6 3.6 15.3 2.5 1.3 1.9 2.0 1.1
7.0 4.6 4.5 1.5 0.8 1.5 0.7 1.9 5.4 4.9 0.4 0.8 6.0 2.7 1.3 23.3 0.9 10.2 1.2 0.6
7.2 4.4 7.2 2.3 1.4 5.2 0.9 2.3 4.9 8.5 0.4 1.7 10.4 9.0 1.5 2.0 8.4 1.3 2.5 1.5
7.3 2.4 3.2 1.3 0.9 0.9 0.4 1.0 9.6 4.4 0.1 0.6 2.7 1.7 0.5 3.6 0.2 40.5 0.7 0.2
4.6 2.0 3.3 1.3 0.8 1.7 1.2 3.1 2.4 26.1 0.2 0.9 5.5 2.4 0.4 1.3 0.8 0.9 22.1 0.8
4.7 2.2 4.1 1.4 0.3 1.1 0.4 1.4 2.1 3.5 0.0 0.6 5.6 2.4 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.7 54.5
8.4 4.7 6.2 2.3 1.4 2.3 1.3 4.3 9.4 10.6 0.7 1.6 9.9 3.8 1.7 2.8 1.4 3.9 3.4 3.4

Figure 4: Music export matrix. Every cell shows the proportion of interactions with music from a given artist country

allocated to users from a given listener country. For instance, 19.3% of all the music created by US artists is consumed by

US listeners, while 14.6% of interactions with the entirety of Japanese music are made by US users.

countries Last.fm is not very popular and their listeners

are likely to use different channels of music consumption.

Therefore, our dataset may overrepresent listeners who are

open to and interested in global culture, in particular in

countries where Last.fm is not popular. Furthermore, the

data gathered in the LFM-2b dataset are already affected

by recommender systems of different platforms users con-

nect to their Last.fm accounts, which means that our in-

sights about ªactual music preferenceº can be, to a certain

degree, distorted.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We addressed three research questions related to patterns

of music consumption on online music platforms. Re-

garding the dominance of US vs. domestic music (RQ1),

we found that the former maintains strong positions in

all considered countries. However, the US does not dis-

play signs of absolute and homogeneous ªcultural imperi-

alismº. While it dominates its domestic market, in other

countries, US music shows various levels of coexistence

with domestic music. While some countries such as Aus-

tralia and Canada find their domestic music competing

with US music, others, such as Great Britain, Brazil, and

Sweden, display high consumption levels of both US and

domestic music. Countries like Finland and Germany, on

the other hand, are open to music both from other countries

and domestically created.

Looking for traces of glocalization (RQ2), we distin-

guish several ways domestic music can behave under the

pressure of global cultural trends. Music from countries

like Great Britain and Sweden shows signs of adapta-

tion of global cultural trends, with their music coexist-

ing with US music and being greatly listened to outside

their domestic markets. Music from Brazil appears to be

highly influenced by global trends but mostly consumed

locally. Countries like Poland and Turkey also display

signs of their music being localized and influenced by

global trends, however, to a lesser extent influenced by US

music than others. Finland combines competitive ªexportº

of their music with high local consumption and relatively

low consumption of US music, showing signs of a strong

and distinctive musical culture.

Finally, we show that recommender systems may have

a considerable impact on globalization patterns (RQ3). We

investigate this for a traditional ItemKNN approach and the

deep-learning-based NeuMF algorithm. While the former

fosters consumption of local music in most of the consid-

ered countries, the latter supports internationalization and,

in particular, cultural imperialism of the US.

Directions for future research include temporal analy-

sis of consumption trends over the 15-year-span covered

by the LFM-2b dataset, in particular considering possible

alterations caused by the global pandemic [18, 19]. Other

directions include exploring the link between globalization

amplification and popularity bias, and investigating the ef-

fectiveness of different mitigation strategies.
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